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ensing properties of asymmetric
ouble-layer-covered tapered fibers

rancisco-Javier Bueno, Oscar Esteban, Natalia Dı́az-Herrera,
arı́a-Cruz Navarrete, and Agustı́n González-Cano

A novel, to our knowledge, device based on a tapered optical fiber with a double-layer deposition including
a metallic media is presented, and its properties are studied. The main novelty of the device consists of
the introduction of a dielectric layer, whereas the systems depicted in the literature are simply metal-
coated tapered fibers. The presence of the dielectric layer permits one to tune the response of the device
to the refractive index of the surrounding medium. We have proved the suitability of this scheme for
refractive-index sensing by depicting two measurement modes, namely, total power attenuation and
spectral transmittance. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

ptical excitation of surface plasma waves has been
idely used in many optical fiber sensor configura-

ions in the past years. One of the most reported
onfigurations consists of a multilayer, including me-
allic media,1–4 deposed onto a side-polished fiber �D
ber�. Because surface plasma waves supported by
planar metal layer are transverse-magnetic �TM�

olarized, these devices have shown a polarization-
ependent response. As the parameters of the mul-
ilayer are fixed, the final response of devices depends
n the refractive index of the medium surrounding
he structure. When the incident light is TM polar-
zed, a surface plasmon mode can eventually be ex-
ited for a specific refractive index of the outer
edium, and the attenuation of the transmitted light

ccurs. This attenuation is the measurable magni-
ude and can be compared with the total light
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aunched into the fiber. The final result is a dip in
he curve of the total transmitted power as a function
f outer refractive index.
Optical fiber devices based on tapered fibers have

lso been recently reported.5–7 These devices, in
hich both cladding and core diameters are reduced

o reach the evanescent field, are coated with a metal
ayer that can support different surface plasma

odes.8,9 These devices are suitable in two config-
rations, either symmetric or asymmetric, depending
n whether either the whole circumference or only one
ide of the tapered fiber is coated. The first one pre-
ents the advantage of the polarization-independent
esponse due to the symmetry of the complete device,
hereas the second configuration keeps a polarization-
ependent response like the side-polished-based sen-
ors because of the lack of such symmetry. When
he geometrical parameters are established, a char-
cteristic transmittance spectrum is obtained for a
etal layer in a range of outer refractive indices.
Devices reported until now use only a single metal

over, in either a symmetric or an asymmetric con-
guration. In this paper we have added a second
ielectric layer over the metallic one to obtain
urface-plasma-mode resonances at shorter wave-
engths at a lower refractive-index range. We have
ocused our attention in asymmetric devices because
t is easier to depose the layers in this way, so the
roduction of these devices is faster and cheaper.
lso, asymmetric devices permit us to characterize,

n a more complete way, the polarization dependence
f this kind of element.
The devices reported here are based on the mea-
10 March 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 8 � APPLIED OPTICS 1615
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urement of the transmission properties of light
uided by the optical fiber. The output signal can be
rocessed in two ways, taking into account the total
ower transmitted through the device as usual in
-fiber sensors or checking the spectral properties of

uch transmitted light.
In this paper we present some experimental results

n both cases, which allow us to obtain a complete
haracterization of the behavior of these devices with
espect to the changes of all the parameters of ta-
ered fibers and the media surrounding them.

. Operational Principle

he physical principle in which these devices are
ased is the surface-plasma-wave excitation by the
vanescent field of the optical fiber. This evanescent
eld can be reached by the narrowing of the fiber’s
ross section in the tapered region. The simplest
heoretical treatment of this problem involves a di-
lectric cylinder covered with a metallic shell. This
odel can be directly applied to the case in which a

apered fiber is metal coated and surrounded by an-
ther dielectric medium. The analysis of this prob-
em by use of a standard boundary-value method
hows that we can find two surface plasma modes for
ach azimuthal order.5–9 When the effective refrac-
ive index of the surface plasma modes approaches
he value of the effective refractive index of the modes
f an uncoated tapered fiber, resonant coupling be-
ween the modes with the same azimuthal order of
oth substructures can be observed at a specific com-
ination of geometrical and material parameters, and
resonant dip is observed in the transmission spec-

rum.
The lack of cylindrical symmetry implies that the

ransmission spectra depend on the polarization of
he input light. The incident mode of the fiber,
hich is a hybrid mode with azimuthal order m � 1,

an excite surface plasma modes with azimuthal or-
er m �� 1 since they are no longer orthogonal.7 Con-
equently, the transmission spectra of these devices
how more than one dip, and we will record different
pectra for either transverse-electric �TE� or TM po-
arization of the input light.

A specific geometrical configuration �taper waist
iameter and layer thickness� provides a character-
stic transmittance spectrum for either TE or TM
olarization of the input optical field. The addition
f a second dielectric layer causes the displacement of
he complete spectrum toward shorter wavelengths.
his displacement provides us a method of selecting
wavelength range to perform our measurements

nd permits us to obtain different application points
ecause the spectrum dips appear for lower refractive
ndices of the outer medium.

These devices can operate in two ways: �1� as a
requency-output mode in which the transmission
pectra move toward longer wavelengths as the outer
efractive index of the dielectric medium surrounding
616 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 8 � 10 March 2004
he structure increases or �2� as a power-output mode
n which the total optical power transmitted by the
evice changes with the outer refractive index, as is
sual in D-fiber-based devices.1–4

. Sensor Fabrication and Experimental Setup

he process of the device fabrication can be separated
nto two steps. The first one is to decrease the fiber
iameter so that we can reach the evanescent field of
he mode propagated by the unperturbed fiber. We
ollow the procedure developed by Kenny et al.,10 the
o-called traveling burner. This technique has been
idely used by different authors5–7,11,12 to make a
uge variety of devices based on tapered optical fi-
ers. With this procedure, we obtain different sub-
trates with different uniform waists of tapered fiber
ver a length of several millimeters with low loss.
The optical fiber we use is a conventional single-
ode step-index fiber at a nominal wavelength of 820
m. The waists of the different devices we have
ade are in the 30–40-�m range, and the losses of

he tapers are less than 0.3 dB.
The second step of the production process consists

f the deposition of layers on the substrates obtained
n the first step explained above. The deposition

ethod is physical vapor deposition based on the pro-
edure depicted by Alonso et al.1 The asymmetric
evice is thus obtained by deposition of a double layer
n one side of the tapered fiber. A schematic view of
he complete device is shown in Fig. 1.

The values of the thickness of materials deposited
ary from zero at the edges to a maximum value at
he top of the waist. We have chosen a first layer of
luminium 8-nm thick and a second layer of titanium
ioxide 60-nm thick. This choice of thickness and
aterials is a consequence of our previous papers,3,4

n which D-type fibers with a double metallic–
ielectric layer were used as refractive-index sensors,
nd permits us to make measurements in the 780–
80-nm wavelength range for refractive indices of the
uter medium between 1.32 and 1.41.
We can test the behavior of these devices in two
ays, as we said before. These two ways demand
ifferent light sources and detectors. If we want to
ake any power-output-based measurement, we
eed a powerful light source. On the other hand, if
e want a frequency-output-based measurement, we

ig. 1. Cross section and side view of the asymmetric device.
he double-layer deposition over the uniform waist is shown.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the setup.
eed a wide-spectrum light source and a spectrome-
er as a detector. In both cases, polarization control of
he light source is required because the final response
f the device depends on the polarization of the input
eld, as is explained in Section 2.
To simplify the setup, we have chosen a light

ource that is powerful enough to carry on the power-
utput measurements with a simple photodiode de-
ector and has a spectral width wide enough to obtain
everal dips in the transmitted spectra when the
requency-output test is performed. The experimen-
al setup used for the device characterization is
hown schematically in Fig. 2, in which light is pro-
ided by a commercial LED with a peak wavelength
t 830-nm and a 50-nm spectral half-width; we only
ave to change between a powermeter and a CCD
pectrograph to perform both tests. As is mentioned
bove, the lack of symmetry of the device implies that
t reacts to both polarization states of the incident
ight. For that reason, an in-line optical fiber polar-
zer1 is used to polarize linearly the output light from
he LED, and a set of Lèfevre loops is used to control
he polarization plane of the resultant linearly polar-
zed light when required. Each polarization state of
he input light shows a different transmission spec-
rum through the device, with different dip ampli-
udes in a given spectral range, so we use the
olarization controller to obtain the maximum con-
rast between dips in our operational range without
trictly choosing either TE or TM polarization.
Both kinds of measurement are referred to the

ransmitted light through the device when the active
rea is in contact with an outer medium, which is an
queous media with variable refractive index in our
ase. Variations of the refractive index of the outer
edia are achieved by use of a mixture of distilled
ater and chemically pure ethylene glycol; the refrac-
ive index of the solution depends on the concentration
f ethylene glycol according with the empirical law1

n�T� � nH2 O�T� � 0.111
Veth

Vtot
, (1)

here n is the refractive index of the mixture, nH2O is
he refractive index of pure water, Veth is the volume
f ethylene glycol, and Vtot is the total volume of the
ixture. Both refractive indices are dependent on

emperature, and this fact is taken into account in the
alculation. A wide range of refractive indices from
.327 �approximately pure water� to 1.41 can be cov-
red with this method.

. Experimental Results

. Power-Output Mode

he first tests performed with our devices were made
ollowing the same procedure used with the D-fiber
onfiguration.3 The transmitted power is measured
or each value of refractive index of the outer medium
nd normalized to the value of transmitted power
hen the outer medium is air �n � 1�.
Given that the devices respond to both polarization

tates, we made a first set of measurements with
npolarized light by directly launching the light of
he LED into the fiber, and we measured the total
ower transmitted through the device. The optical
esonance of surface plasma modes produces the at-
enuation in the transmitted power, which can be
easured. The transducer element was made with

he layers already mentioned in Section 3. Three
ifferent taper waist diameters were tested to eval-
ate their influence on the final response of the de-
ice. The results of these tests can be seen in Fig. 3,
n which relative transmittance is used for compari-
on purposes. As can be seen, the complete set of
10 March 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 8 � APPLIED OPTICS 1617
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achieved for TM-polarized light.

1

cquired data in each case moves toward lower re-
ractive indices of the outer medium as the taper
aist diameter decreases. Simultaneously, sensi-

ivity of the device with respect to variations in the
uter refractive index increases as the taper waist
ecreases if we observe the linear part of the plotted
esults.

We performed a second test with this kind of
utput by employing only TM-polarized input light.
he in-line optical fiber polarizer and a set of Lèfe-
re loops were used for this purpose. It must be
oted that this configuration requires that the fiber
etween the polarizer and the transducer be kept
traight to preserve the polarization plane along
he path. With this setup, the overall power trans-
itted in the case of air as the outer medium de-

reases, and the transmitted power changes with
he outer refractive indices as in the previous case.
he result of this test is compared with the previous
ase in Fig. 4 for a device with a taper waist diam-
ter of 37 �m.
We can observe in Fig. 4 how the sensitivity in-

reases by using polarized light instead of unpolar-
zed light and how the same operational range, in
hich the response is almost linear, is kept. Only a

light displacement in the minimum transmittance is
bserved.
From Fig. 3 and 4, we see that with these devices
e can select the operational range by using different
aterials and thicknesses, as we can do in D-fiber
618 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 8 � 10 March 2004
onfigurations, or by changing the taper waist diam-
ter, which provides us a new parameter to select our
pplication point.

. Frequency-Output Mode

nother type of measurement we can make are spec-
ral ones. For these measurements, we need only to
eplace the powermeter with a CCD spectrograph
nd observe the spectral properties of transmitted
ight through the device. The spectral range is lim-
ted by the width of the light source, in our case, the

entioned LED. The procedure followed here is al-
ost the same as that explained above. We obtain

he spectral transmittance for different refractive in-
ices of the outer medium. As the dips obtained for
E and TM polarizations are given for a fixed struc-
ure, we only use the polarization control to obtain
he maximum contrast between maxima and minima
n the spectral transmittance, as shown in Fig. 5 in
hich the transmittance of a device with a 37-�m
aist diameter of tapered fiber and with an alumi-
ium layer 8 nm thick and a titanium dioxide layer
0 nm thick is plotted for outer refractive indices of
.345 �solid curve� and 1.366 �dashed curve�.
From Fig. 5, we can select a dip in the transmit-

ance spectrum and track its displacement with the
efractive index of the outer medium. As in the case
f power-output measurements, we can select the op-
rational point inside the complete spectrum by an
ppropriate choice of materials and thickness and
ig. 3. Effect of the waist diameter on the relative transmittance
f the device for unpolarized light. The figure has been arranged
n order that all measurements start at the same value of trans-

ittance only for comparison purposes. Circles, squares, and tri-
ig. 4. Relative transmittance of the devices, with �circles� and
ithout �squares� polarization control. Better sensitivity is
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lso by either increasing or decreasing the waist di-
meter. In Fig. 6 experimental results are shown
or the displacement obtained in a minimum of trans-

ittance with the outer refractive indices and for two
aist diameters—circles for 31 �m and squares for
7 �m. In the figure we can see how the sensitivity
s almost the same in both cases, but the position of

ig. 5. Spectral transmittance of a device with taper waist diam-
ter of 37 �m and for outer refractive indices of 1.345 �solid curve�,
nd 1.366 �dashed curve�.

ig. 6. Displacement of a selected transmittance dip by the vari-
tion of the outer refractive index for different waist diameters:
0 �m �diamonds�, 37 �m �squares�, 35 �m �triangles�, and 31 �m
circles�.
inimum wavelengths are displaced to higher values
s the waist diameter increases.

. Analysis of the Results

he results presented, in both modes of measurement,
onfirm the possibility of excitation of surface plasma
aves in the proposed structure. In that the two

ypes of measurement are intrinsically different, we
btain different information, and both measurements
an be used as operating principles for refractive-index
ensors. We analyze now, briefly, some specific facts
f the obtained results.
One significant feature of this sensor is the appear-

nce of several dips in the spectral transmittance
urves. This may be explained as follows: Because
e deposit the layers only in part of the cylindrical

ection of the fiber, this deposition does not provide us
ith a uniform thickness, and we can consider that

he structure is really equivalent to a set of different
ber-multilayer substructures, each of them having
ifferent geometrical parameters. This fact is im-
ortant in that, as stated in Section 2, the excitation
f a surface plasma wave is dependent on the param-
ters of the structure, as well as on the wavelength
sed. The existence of a local variation of the thick-
ess in the deposited region implies that the condi-
ions for the excitation of surface plasma waves can
e fulfilled locally within the sensing area for differ-
nt combinations of wavelength and local thickness
or the same refractive index of the outer medium.
o to speak, we can excite different surface plasma
aves along the complete length of fiber where the
vanescent field can reach the deposited double layer
including a part of the transition regions of the ta-
ered fiber�. As the refractive index of the outer
edium changes, the multilayer structure also

hanges, and another set of surface plasma waves are
xcited as can be seen in Fig. 5, in which the complete
ransmission spectrum moves toward higher wave-
engths as the outer refractive index increases.

Also, because the spectral width of the LED source
s finite, resonance dips with different intensities in
he transmitted spectra appear and disappear at the
eft and right sides, respectively, as the outer refrac-
ive index increases. This fact is also reflected in the
utput-power mode in that the measurements imply
he integration of the energy carried by the complete
pectrum.

. Conclusions

e have studied the properties of a new kind of de-
ice, namely, a tapered optical fiber covered with a
ouble layer �metal plus dielectric�. These devices
an operate as refractive-index sensors by surface
lasmon resonance in the metal layer produced by
he evanescent coupling with the field guided in the
apered region. The presence of the dielectric layer
akes it possible to tune the operating region of the

ensor. Tapers with this second layer have not been
eported in the literature, to our knowledge. In this
10 March 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 8 � APPLIED OPTICS 1619
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ay, the characterization that we perform in terms of
ependence with the refractive index in the sur-
ounding medium is intrinsically interesting and jus-
ifies the suitability of these devices as optical fiber
ensors for measuring magnitudes whose variations
ffect the refractive index.
We have used asymmetric devices and considered

wo measuring modes, namely, total power and spec-
ral transmittance. In both cases the dependence is
lear and can be conveniently explained by our in-
oking the excitation of surface plasmons in the
etal layer. We have also studied the influence of

he diameter of the taper waist in that this parameter
s a novel degree of freedom that also can be used to
elect the operating point of the devices. We have
hecked the influence of polarization in the behavior
f the devices and shown that, in principle, the sen-
ors can work with or without polarization control.
We can conclude that these devices are technolog-

cally feasible, versatile, and well adapted for their
se as sensors. The use of a LED illumination
ource and a compact, simple setup are also impor-
ant features in that sense.
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